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We present both experimental data and an analytic theory for the de Haas–van Alphen ~dHvA! effect in the
two-dimensional organic single-crystal conductor k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2. We show that the magnetization oscil-
lation pattern and the fast Fourier transform ~FFT! spectrum of our measurements are well described theoreti-
cally within the coherent magnetic breakdown ~MB! model for a two-dimensional Fermi surface consisting of
two open sheets and closed pockets connected by magnetic breakdown centers. The spectrum of Landau
quantized energy levels changes substantially due to the MB. Landau bands develop whose bandwidth and
relative distance between them oscillate in inverse magnetic field. These oscillations explain the observed fine
structure of the magnetization pattern at fields above the MB field with the occurrence of ‘‘forbidden’’ fre-
quencies in the FFT spectrum.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.165102 PACS number~s!: 71.18.1y, 75.20.En, 73.50.Jt, 74.70.Kn
I. INTRODUCTION
The quasi-two-dimensional ~quasi-2D! ET salts form the
largest organic superconductor family with unusual normal
and superconducting properties1–6 which come out of the
layered structure as well as the specific shape of the Fermi
surface. In this paper we report our experimental results on
de Haas–van Alphen oscillations in the organic compound
k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 and give their theoretical explanation
based on the coherent magnetic breakdown approach. The
salt k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 has a high superconducting transition
temperature ~about 10 K!, and it is one of the most studied
within the family of ET salts. It consists of alternating con-
ducting layers composed of the BEDT-TTF molecules and
insulating layers made of anions Cu(NCS)2. de Haas–van
Alphen ~dHvA! and Shubnikov–de Haas ~SdH! measure-
ments of k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 and other ET salts7–15 done by
different groups basically confirm the tight-binding-model-
calculated Fermi surface ~FS! shown in Fig. 1. The geometry
of this FS implies a magnetic breakdown ~MB! ~i.e.,
magnetic-field-induced quantum tunneling! from the open
sheet to the small closed a orbit ~belonging to the neighbor-
ing Brillouin zone! and creating a new large closed b orbit
which transverses three adjacent Brillouin zones.
The MB was introduced by Cohen and Falicov16 as an
important quantum complement to the semiclassical theory
of metals of Lifshitz and Onsager. Further development of
the theory of the MB was given in a number of works re-
viewed in Refs. 17 and 18 of which Stark and Falicov put
emphasis on the stochastic aspects of the MB, whereas Ka-
ganov and Slutskin discuss the coherent effects of MB. Ac-
cording to the coupled-network model of Pippard19 and Fali-
cov and Stachowiak,20 which proved to be a good theoretical
basis for description of MB in conventional metals, one has
to observe different combinations of a and b frequencies
(Fa and Fb) corresponding to different MB walks in Fig. 1.
Surprisingly, the fast Fourier transform ~FFT! of the magne-
tization oscillations displays some forbidden frequencies:
Fb 2 Fa and Fb22Fa , in particular. The term ‘‘forbidden’’
here stresses that the appropriate area of the Fermi surface is
enclosed by a trajectory which cannot occur since it requires
a sudden reversal of the electron movement in an external
magnetic field. In the organic salt k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 these
frequencies have been observed in SdH ~Refs. 9–11 and 21!
as well as in dHvA experiments7,8,13 and in the ac suscepti-
bility of another ET salt a-(ET)2KHg(SCN)4.14
Although the forbidden frequencies were observed as
early as 1982 in a dHvA study of coherent magnetic break-
down in magnesium,22 their physical explanation remains yet
an unsolved theoretical problem. The appearance of the for-
bidden frequencies in the SdH effect is more clear since they
can be attributed ~see Refs. 12 and 21, for example! to the
so-called Stark interferometer.23 The forbidden frequencies
in the thermodynamic dHvA oscillations of
k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 have been studied analytically24 and
numerically.12,25–29 All previous theories, except Refs. 25
and 26, interpret the forbidden frequencies as a result of the
chemical potential oscillations in a 2D system with a fixed
FIG. 1. The Fermi surface of k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2. Small a orbits
are connected by the MB centers ~solid circles! with two open
sheets. The two major frequencies Fa and Fb of the dHvA oscilla-
tions are determined by the shaded areas Sa and Sb5Sa1Sg , re-
spectively.
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number of electrons ~i.e., within the canonical ensemble
scheme of calculations!. The idea of the chemical potential
oscillations in a 2D system with a fixed number of electrons
was put forward by Peierls30 and was developed later ana-
lytically by Vagner and co-workers31,32 when 2D systems in
high magnetic fields became an object of extensive experi-
mental studies.
In view of the mathematical difficulties most of all theo-
retical works on the forbidden frequencies in dHvA studies
have been made numerically either under the oversimplified
two-band model approximation12,28,29 or within the tight-
binding Hofstadter approach.25–27 In Ref. 25 an extensive
numerical analysis of the dHvA oscillations in organic con-
ductors k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 and a-(ET)2KHg(SCN)2 was
given within the canonical and grand canonical ensembles on
the basis of first-principles calculations of the FS. The for-
bidden frequencies for both ensembles have been found but
with a difference in the peak amplitudes.25 The peaks of the
permitted frequencies Fb1Fa and Fb are more suppressed
in the canonical ensemble, while the forbidden frequency
peaks Fb 2Fa and Fb22Fa are more suppressed in the
grand canonical ensemble. Since the forbidden oscillations
are present in both ensembles, the authors came to the con-
clusion that the chemical potential oscillations cannot be the
origin of the forbidden frequencies in ET organic conductors.
Rather they originate from the competition between the two
Landau subbands ~open sheets and closed orbits! at the
Fermi surface. This conclusion is in agreement with the ob-
servation of the forbidden frequencies in dHvA oscillations
of magnesium which is a conventional 3D metal, where the
2D mechanism of the chemical potential driven thermody-
namic oscillations is irrelevant.22
Fotin and Ziman24 extended the semiclassical theory by
the inclusion of the magnetic breakdown within the math-
ematical scheme described in Kaganov and Slutskin’s
review.18 They obtained forbidden frequencies as a result of
the MB mixing of the open sheets and closed orbits in the
canonical ensemble scheme at zero temperature and zero
quasiparticle scattering range. Unfortunately, zero-
temperature results are insufficient, for example, for the ef-
fective mass extraction from the experiment. To test the ef-
fective masses within the bands one has to have a theory
valid for nonzero temperature since the effective masses are
usually derived from the temperature dependence of the
dHvA oscillation amplitudes.
Theoretically the dHvA amplitudes can be calculated after
the energy spectrum is found. For the k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2
single crystal this implies a calculation of the energy spec-
trum in a MB chain of trajectories with the unit cell shown in
Fig. 1. A model approach to the real energy spectrum of the
ET salts was developed in Refs. 33 and 34. In these papers a
real energy spectrum within the conducting planes was ap-
proximated by the model density of states ~DOS! which is a
combination of one-dimensional ~open orbits! and two-
dimensional ~closed orbits! parts. The additional assumption
was also made that the 1D DOS is independent of energy,
giving the possibility to study the role of the specific en-
semble ~canonical or grand canonical! on the dHvA oscilla-
tions.
In this paper we calculate the energy spectrum for the MB
configuration shown in Fig. 1. These calculations modify the
theory for the dHvA effect in a chain of closed orbits coupled
by coherent MB developed earlier by one of us35 to the case
of the Fermi surface configuration of the organic ET salts.
We then apply the found energy spectrum for building up a
theory for the dHvA oscillations in ET salts and compare our
results with the recent experiment13 of our group on dHvA in
k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2. We will show that in the
k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 single crystals all observed deviations
from the standard Lifshitz-Kosevich ~LK! theory36 ~such as
forbidden frequencies, in particular! can be explained by the
MB-driven reorganization of the electronic energy spectrum
with magnetic field. Physically this reorganization manifests
itself as follows. At low magnetic fields, i.e., for field less
than the magnetic breakdown field B,B0, only small closed
a orbits contribute to the quantum oscillations. For B.B0
the MB-driven closed large b orbits appear which are con-
nected by a orbits into a chain such that Landau bands may
develop. Now both a and b orbits contribute into the dHvA
oscillations and the FFT spectrum of these oscillations be-
comes more complicated because the frequencies Fa and Fb
are incommensurate in general. The width and position of the
Landau bands stemming from the b orbits oscillate with the
frequency Fa because large b orbits are put together into a
chain by dint of small closed a orbits which play the role of
a quantum Stark interferometer ~or effective MB center be-
tween b orbits!. Therefore, effectively the frequency with
which b Landau bands cross the Fermi level may be less ~or
more! than Fb with integer multiples of Fa . This means the
appearance of forbidden frequencies in the FFT of the ther-
modynamic dHvA oscillations.
The above picture of dHvA oscillations differs from that
in the standard LK approach valid for conventional metals.
The principal difference is that in LK theory an external
magnetic field does not change the energy spectrum of elec-
trons and only determines the cross section of the Fermi
surface which is independent of the magnetic field. On the
contrary, in the coherent MB case the energy spectrum itself
becomes a complex quasiperiodic function of the inverse
magnetic field and strongly influences the dHvA oscillation
pattern.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the details of the experimental magnetization oscillation
measurements in single-crystal k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2. A sketch
of the energy spectrum and the magnetization calculations is
given in Sec. III. Section IV describes the experimental and
theoretical results with their numerical comparison and dis-
cussion.
II. EXPERIMENT
We performed dHvA measurements on a
k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 single crystal. The sample was grown by
electrochemical crystallization and had a weight of 0.8 mg.
The experiments were performed in the hybrid magnet of the
Grenoble High Magnetic Field Laboratory in the field range
from 20 T to 27 T at temperatures between 0.4 K and 1.3 K
provided by a 3He cryostat. The magnetization was mea-
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sured using a capacitive cantilever torquemeter at an orien-
tation Q521°. Here Q is the angle between the magnetic
field and the normal on the planes (a! axis!. The sample was
rotated around the c axis.
The obtained oscillation patterns ~at 0.395 K and 1.276 K!
and FFT of the magnetization at 0.395 K are shown in Figs.
2 and 3. The forbidden frequencies are well distinguished. To
be sure that these difference frequencies are not due to a
nonlinear feedback of a finite torque on the torque signal
~known as the torque interaction effect!, we compensated the
torque of the sample during the field sweep using a small coil
which was glued on the cantilever beam. The absolute mag-
netization amplitude of the oscillations was estimated maxi-
mally as 531025 T, which is too small to produce a non-
linear contribution to the signal from finite magnetization.
Therefore also this effect of so-called magnetic interaction
cannot explain the observation of anomalous difference fre-
quencies in the dHvA signal.
III. ENERGY SPECTRUM AND THE de HAAS–van
ALPHEN OSCILLATIONS
A. Energy spectrum
Now we turn to the theoretical description of the dHvA
oscillations in k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2. The key issue is the en-
ergy spectrum. Since the FS shown in Fig. 1 is repeated
infinitely in both directions of the pc axis, we have a chain of
closed a orbits coupled via MB centers ~solid circles in Fig.
1! with two open sheets. Electrons move classically along
the Fermi surface except in the close vicinity of the MB
centers which act like a two-channel scattering center: they
can either tunnel from one section of the FS to another with
amplitude
r5exp~2B0/2B ! ~1!
or may continue their classical motion along the same orbit
with the amplitude t . These quantum amplitudes are normal-
ized by the condition uru21utu251, and B0 is the magnetic
breakdown field. Since the electron motion between neigh-
boring MB centers is classical, the appropriate complete
Feynman amplitude eiS/\ (S is the classical action! is given
by the exponents eiwa(g) with the phases
FIG. 2. Magnetization oscillation pattern as a function of in-
verse magnetic field for two different temperatures. Solid line:
theory. Dashed line: experiment. The fit was done at the lowest
temperature of 0.395 K. The fitting parameters are frequencies Fa
5639.5 T and Fb54166 T, effective masses ma53.3 and mb
57, breakdown field B0530 T, Dingle temperatures TD
a 50.6 K
and TD
b 50.45 K, G(B)5G0B , G050.1 T21, and g factor 51.6
for a orbit and g51.52 for b orbit.
FIG. 3. The fast Fourier transform of the magnetization M (1/B)
at T50.395 K for the data in Fig. 2 for experiment ~a! and theory
~b!. The ‘‘forbidden’’ peaks at frequencies Fb2a and F2b2a are
clearly seen.
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wa(g)5
c
2e\B Sa(g)~E !, ~2!
where Sa is the area inside the small closed a orbit in mo-
mentum space and Sg stands for the area inside the two open
sheets in the Brillouin zone ~dashed area in Fig. 1!. The
relation between the phases wa(g) and quantities Sa(g)(E) is
easy to understand. Consider, for example, a classical action
along the upper g segment of the open sheet in Fig. 1. It can
be calculated as follows:
S5E pcdqc5 ceBE pcdpb5 c2eB Sg~E !. ~3!
Here pb and pc stand for the momentum projections on the b
and c crystallographic axes; qb and qc are the corresponding
coordinates. The quantity eiwgt is the phase-coherent quan-
tum amplitude of the following event: an electron starts at
one side of the g segment, then crosses the Brillouin zone,
and finds itself beyond the MB center on the same open sheet
of the FS ~i.e., at the beginning of the g segment in the
neighboring Brillouin zone!. The Feynman amplitude eiwgr
describes a similar event except that at the final stage the
electron tunnels at the MB center to the closed a orbit. One
can then easily write down a balance equation for the Feyn-
man amplitudes in the neighboring cells of the Fermi sur-
face. After that it becomes possible to build up a transfer
matrix and to write down the corresponding dispersion rela-
tions which determine the energy spectrum of an electron at
the FS shown in Fig. 1. The equations for large and small
orbits can be decoupled and one of them ~which yields the
quantization rule for the large b orbit! reads37
ute f f ucos qL5cosS wg1w˜ a2 p2 D . ~4!
The quantities entering this equation are as follows: \q is
the quasimomentum along the whole chain of orbits, L is the
spatial period of the MB chain, te f f5t(12re f fe iwa), where
re f f is the effective amplitude to tunnel from one open sheet
to another through the small a orbit,
re f f5
r2eiwa
12t2ei2wa
, ~5!
and the quantity w˜ a is related to the phase wa via the equa-
tion
w˜ a~E !5arctanF S 11t212t2D tan wa~E !G . ~6!
The effective MB amplitudes re f f and te f f are normalized by
the condition ure f f u21ute f f u251. In the case of complete
magnetic breakdown one has r251, which also means that
t5te f f50. From Eq. ~6! we have in this case w˜ a5wa and
after the substitution of this relation into Eq. ~4! we arrive at
the Lifshitz-Onsager quantization rule for the closed b orbit:
Sb~E !5
2pe\B
c
~n11 !. ~7!
Here Sb5Sg1Sa is the area inside the closed b orbit com-
posed of two a and two g segments of the FS and n is a
positive ~large! integer since we work within the quasiclas-
sical approach. Thus the closed b orbit is quantized accord-
ing to the Lifshitz-Onsager quantization rule only under the
condition of complete MB, r251, when electrons rotate
around this orbit with unit probability. In the case r2,1 we
can rewrite Eq. ~4! in the form of a quantization rule:
Sg~E !1Sˆ a~E !5
2pe\B
c
F ~n11 !
1
~21 !n
p
arcsin~ ute f f ucos qL !G , ~8!
where
Sˆ a~E !5
2e\B
c H arctanF S 11t212t2D tanS cSa~E !2e\B D G J . ~9!
We can see two differences between the quantization rules of
Eqs. ~7! and ~8!. First, Eq. ~8! yields Landau bands rather
than Landau levels where the last term in Eq. ~8! describes
the dispersion within the Landau bands. Second, Eq. ~8!
quantizes not the area inside the closed b orbit but the quan-
tity Sg(E)1Sˆ a(E) which is a ‘‘quasiarea’’ and differs from
Sb(E) because Sˆ a(E)ÞSa(E). In fact, this difference is very
small: d(E)5uSˆ a(E)2Sa(E)u50 for r251, d(E)
,0.03Sa(E) for r250.9, d(E),0.06Sa(E) for r250.8,
and d(E),0.17Sa(E) for r250.5 and even for r250.1
d(E),0.33Sa(E). Thus only true closed orbits ~which real-
ize with the probability r251) are quantized in the sense of
the Lifshitz-Onsager quantization rule given by Eq. ~7!. For
r2,1 when multiple closed pathways are possible with dif-
ferent probabilities the resulting ‘‘quasiarea’’ is quantized by
Eq. ~8!. This situation is like that which holds in
superconductivity38 where the magnetic flux is quantized in a
thick hollow cylinder but another quantity, the fluxoid, is
quantized in a thin one.
The Landau band energy spectrum is determined by Eq.
~4!. Generally, the Landau bands positions and their widths
are quasiperiodic functions of the magnetic field as one can
see from the equation
ute f f u<UcosFwg~E !1w˜ a~E !2 p2 GU. ~10!
The right-hand side of Eq. ~10! is a combination of the two
periodic functions with incommensurate periods which is the
formal origin of the above quasiperiodicity. It is interesting
to note in this connection that local aperiodicity of the MB
energy spectrum was reported in a dHvA study of coherent
MB in magnesium.22 The quasiperiodicity of the energy
spectrum in coherent MB systems is a general feature18
which appears due to the incommensurability of two phases,
wg(E) and w˜ a(E) in our case. Nonetheless, near the Fermi
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level, E f , the energy spectrum is almost equidistant because
Sa!Sb and we can put wa.wa(E f) in Eq. ~6!. Then Eq. ~8!
yields the Landau bands whose width and positions are
modulated periodically in inverse field with the periodicity
of the function ure f f@wa(1/B)#u @see Eq. ~5!# which plays the
role of an effective tunneling probability amplitude through
the small a orbit. The function re f f@wa(1/B)# can also be
easily calculated as a result of the summation of all Feynman
amplitudes with different numbers of revolutions around the
small closed a orbit. We see, therefore, that Landau bands
arise from the open sheets (g sections! of the FS as a con-
sequence of their correlations through small a orbits, which
play the role of effective MB centers with effective tunneling
probability re f f@wa(1/B)# . The small a orbits in their turn
are coupled into a chain through open sheets of the FS but
the appropriate equations are much more lengthy and will be
published elsewhere. Physically it is clear that the correla-
tions between a orbits are nonresonant ~since they are me-
diated by the sections of the open orbits! and therefore less
effective. As a first approximation we can take re f f in this
case as r˜ e f f’r exp(iwg)r. The corresponding quantization
rule for the a orbit in this case reads35
Sa~E !5
2pe\B
c
F ~n11/2!1 ~21 !np arcsin~ ur˜ e f f ucos qL !G .
~11!
The second term in this equation describes the narrow and
equidistant Landau bands whose width is proportional to
ur˜ e f f u’r2 and vanish at r50.
Moreover, we would like to note that the MB energy
spectrum considered above is a periodic function of the in-
verse magnetic field. This is important for what follows and
makes the system in question different from conventional
metals, where an external magnetic field only fixes the cross
section of the FS but does not change the energy spectrum.
This is the key point for the classical fermiology experi-
ments, based on LK theory. We will show below that coher-
ent MB brings fundamental corrections to LK theory.
B. dHvA oscillations
Knowledge of the energy spectrum allows us to calculate
the magnetization M. We make these calculations for a 2D
case within the grand canonical ensemble, i.e., for a fixed
value of the chemical potential m . This choice was made for
the following reasons: ~i! It was shown numerically in Ref.
25 that the oscillations of the chemical potential cannot be
the origin of the forbidden frequencies. ~ii! The recent analy-
sis made in Ref. 39 revealed that only for low electron con-
centrations when \V’m oscillations of m with inverse mag-
netic field are important, where \V is the Landau level
spacing. In the case m@\V the oscillations of the chemical
potential are small and one can use the grand canonical en-
semble as it holds in the standard LK theory. ~iii! The inverse
sawtooth shape of the magnetization was observed in ET
salt,2 which means a fixed chemical potential. Using the en-
ergy spectrum found above and making standard calculations
one can present a magnetization in our case as a sum of
contributions from a and b orbits with Sb5Sg1Sa and
M5M a1M b ,
where
M a(b)5Ga(b) (
p51
‘
~21 !p
p sinS 2pp Fa(b)B D
3RD
a(b)~p !RT
a(b)~p !RS
a(b)~p !Ia(b)~p !. ~12!
Here the following notation has been adopted: the constant
Ga(b)5
eS
2p2\c
Sa(b)
ma(b)
,
where S is the sample area. The indices a and b correspond,
respectively, to small and large orbits. The frequencies Fa
and Fb of the dHvA oscillations are due to the a and b
orbits. They are related to the appropriate phases via equa-
tions wa(b)5pFa(b) /B and determined as follows: Fa
5cSa(E f)/2pe\ and Fb5@Sb(E f)1da(E f)#c/2pe\ ,
where E f is the Fermi energy. The quantity da(E f)
5Sˆ a(E f)2Sa(E f) describes a small deviation from the area
enclosed by the b orbit as discussed above in the context of
the quantization rules of Eq. ~8!. Four factors in Eq. ~12!
dampen the dHvA oscillation amplitudes. Among them there
are three standard factors: ~1! the temperature factor
RT
a(b)(p)5pX/sinh(pX) which depends on mass and tem-
perature through X5ama(b)T/meB , ~2! the Dingle factor
RD
a(b)(p)5exp(2pama(b)TD /meB) with Dingle temperature
TD5\/2pkBt where t is the lifetime of an electron on the
appropriate cyclotron orbit, and ~3! the spin reduction factor
RS
a(b)(p)5cos@(p/2)pgma(b) /me# where g is the so-called g
factor. Another notation is as follows: ma(b) are the effective
electron masses while me stands for the mass of a free elec-
tron, the constant a52p2mekB /e\514.69 T K21.
The fourth type of reduction factor is due to the Landau
bands caused by the coherent magnetic breakdown. For a
and b orbits these factors are equal to Ia(p)5Ip(r2) and
Ib(p) is given by
Ib~p !5~21 !p cos@2ppge f f #Ip~ ute f f u!. ~13!
The quantity ge f f is the effective phase shift of the Landau
levels. It is a periodic function of the inverse field and deter-
mined by the relation ge f f5p21w˜ a(E f) @see Eq. ~6! for the
definition of the function w˜ a(E)#. The reduction factor Ip(t)
standing in Eq. ~13! is given by
Ip~t!5
2
pE0
p/2
dy cos@2parcsin~t cos y !# . ~14!
It dampens the dHvA oscillation amplitudes due to the finite
Landau bandwidth. For sharp Landau levels (t50) this fac-
tor becomes unity Ip(0)51. This factor is also known in the
dHvA oscillations of periodic coherent MB systems,35 lay-
ered conductors,40 and superconductors in the vortex-lattice
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state.41 Since the function cos@2parcsin(t cosy)# can be re-
written in terms of the Chebyshev polynomials T2p(x) of the
first kind as T2p@(12t2 cos2y)1/2# , the factor Ip(t) is a poly-
nomial of degree p in t2<1 with the fixed values at the ends
of a unit interval Ip(0)51 and Ip(1)50.35 For the first har-
monic I1(ute f f u)512ute f f u25ure f f u2}exp(2B0 /B). The lat-
ter means that the contribution of the b orbit into M grows
with the field and oscillates in 1/B together with the effective
tunneling probability through a small a orbit:
ure f f u5
r2
Ar414~12r2!sin2~pFa /B !
. ~15!
One can see from Eq. ~15! that ure f f u equals unity every time
the magnetic field satisfies the equation sin2(pFa /B)50. For
small tunneling probability r!1 the oscillations of ure f f u are
sharp and have the largest amplitude of the order of unity.
Magneto-oscillations of the conductivity due to oscillations
of the effective tunneling amplitude ure f f u in MB networks
containing small closed orbits have been considered in Refs.
18 and 42. dHvA oscillations are also strongly affected by
uge f f u which determines the positions of the Landau bands
and is a periodic function of wa(1/B) too.35 Oscillations of
the quantity ge f f ~Landau bands positions! with the period of
a orbit in ET salts have been observed in Ref. 43. The co-
herence in periodic MB structures may be destroyed due to
the small-angle electron scattering on phonons, dislocations,
etc., which yield a small contribution into the Dingle factor,
but should be taken into account in our case by the substitu-
tion wa→wa2iG(B).18 The stochasticity parameter G(B)
controls a transition from the coherent MB regime @G(B)
50# to the stochastic one @G(B);uwau# . G(B) is a phenom-
enological parameter whose dependence on B is unknown.
Physically, G(B) should increase with B since the probability
to escape the small a orbit due to small-angle scattering
increases when the trajectory radius (}1/B) decreases.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. dHvA oscillation pattern
The measurements of the dHvA oscillations were per-
formed at different temperatures from 0.395 to 1.276 K. The
oscillations patterns taken at lowest and highest temperatures
are shown in Fig. 2. At low magnetic fields only small closed
a orbits contribute to the magnetization oscillations with fre-
quency Fa5639.5 T. The fast Fourier transform of these
oscillations yields peaks at Fa and 2Fa only. At fields above
the magnetic breakdown field B0 ~which we estimate as ap-
proximately 30 T! the FFT spectrum becomes much more
richer. The FFT taken at the lowest temperature of 0.395 K is
shown in Fig. 3~a!. Except the two peaks due to the small
orbits Fa and 2Fa we see a rich structure of MB-driven
peaks at Fb , Fb6Fa , Fb62Fa, 2Fb, 2Fb6Fa, 2Fb
62Fa and peaks at Fb13Fa , 2Fb63Fa which have the
smallest amplitudes.
We made a fit of our theory @Eqs. ~12!–~15!# to the ex-
perimental data at the lowest temperature of 0.395 K and find
a good description of the experimental curves for increasing
T up to 1.276 K without changing the fitting parameters ~Fig.
2!. These parameters were taken as follows: the small and
large frequencies Fa5639.5 T and Fb54166 T, the effec-
tive masses are ma53.3me and mb57me , the breakdown
field B0530 T, the Dingle temperatures for small and large
orbits are TD
a 50.6 K and TD
b 50.45 K, G(B)5G0B , G0
50.1 T21, and g factor 51.6 for a orbit and g51.52 for b
orbit. We see, therefore, that our theory well fits the shape of
the dHvA oscillations given by our experiments. What is
important that the fit was made at the values of the param-
eters ~frequencies, effective masses, g factors! taken from the
literature on the organic superconductor k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2
at the lowest temperature of 0.395 K and holds up to the
highest experimental temperature of 1.276 K.
B. Forbidden frequencies
The experimental and theoretical FFT curves shown in
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! have similar shapes and harmonic content
of forbidden frequencies. Both curves display clear peaks at
frequencies Fa , Fb , and their second harmonics 2Fa , 2Fb
as well as the satellites Fb6Fa of which the frequency Fb
2Fa is classically prohibited. The appearance of the forbid-
den frequencies in our approach has a clear physical mean-
ing. At low fields which are much less than the MB field,
B!B0, only oscillations due to the closed a orbits are re-
solved. When B*B0 and MB develops, the g sections of the
open sheets of the FS become connected through the a orbits
and Landau bands appear whose dispersion is determined by
Eq. ~4!. Because of the incommensurability of the a and b
orbits, the energy spectrum is quasirandom ~aperiodic!.
However, because of the big difference in the size of the a
and b orbits, the width of the Landau bands and the separa-
tion between them oscillate with the frequency determined
by the small a orbit. The quantization rule for these Landau
bands is given by Eq. ~8!. Because of these oscillations, the
effective frequency with which the Landau bands cross the
Fermi level E f may be either less or larger than Fb by an
integer multiple of the frequency Fa .
The oscillating terms in M b as follows from Eq. ~12!
appear due to the term
sinS 2pp FbB D cos~2ppge f f !Ip~ ute f f u2!. ~16!
The last two factors in Eq. ~16! appear because of the Landau
band position oscillation @cos(2ppgef f)# and due to their
bandwidth oscillation @Ip(ute f f u2)# in the changing magnetic
field. Now we can see how forbidden frequencies stem from
this equation. Both of the above factors are even and periodic
functions of the argument wa5pFb /B and, therefore, can
be presented as a series of the form
cos~2ppge f f !5(
l50
p
Al
p cosS 2p FbB l D , ~17!
Ip~ ute f f u2!5(
l50
p
Bl
p cosS 2p FbB l D . ~18!
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The coefficients Al
p can be obtained directly from Eqs.
~17! and ~6! with ge f f5w˜ a /p and tan wa
5(A12cos2wa)/cos wa . In the particular case utu!1, i.e.,
for the well-developed MB, cos(2ppgef f)’cos(2ppFa /B).
The coefficients Bl
p one can write out too, by noting that
Ip(ute f f u2) is a polynomial of degree p in ute f f u2. For the first
harmonics p51,2,3, for example, we have
I1512ute f f u2,
I25124ute f f u213ute f f u4,
I35129ute f f u2118ute f f u4210ute f f u6. ~19!
On the other hand, ute f f u2512ure f f u2 and the quantity
ure f f u2, given by Eq. ~15!, can be written as a series
ure f f u25A (
n50
‘ S B2 D
n
(
k50
‘
Cn
k cosS 2pFaB k D , ~20!
where the coefficients A and B are given by A5@r2/(r2
22)#2, B54(12r2)/(r222)2, and Cnk5n!/(n2k)!k! is
the Newtonian binomial coefficient. Putting Eqs. ~16!–~18!
into the series of Eq. ~12!, we have a sum of the form
M b5A1 sinS 2p FbB D1A2 sinS 2p Fb2FaB D
1A3 sinS 2pFb1FaB D1A4 sinS 2p Fb22FaB D
1A5 sinS 2p Fb12FaB D1fl . ~21!
We see, therefore, that the ‘‘forbidden’’ frequencies Fb
2Fa , Fb22Fa as well as higher harmonics appear in the
magnetization oscillation M b as a result of the Landau band-
width oscillations as well as due to the oscillations of their
positions with the varying field. At high fields the small a
orbits are coupled by the magnetic breakdown centers too,
which results in the appearance of narrow Landau a bands.
These bands only slightly decrease the magnetization ampli-
tudes M a(p) due to the factor Ia(p)5 Ip(r2) since the cou-
pling of small orbits through the MB is nonresonant and
yields no additional oscillations.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we put forward a coherent magnetic break-
down mechanism of dHvA oscillations in a quasi-2D organic
conductor whose FS consists of two open sheets coupled by
the MB. The proposed model fits rather well to our experi-
mental data on the magnetization oscillations in
k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 single crystals. As most prominent result
our theory explains the origin of the so-called forbidden fre-
quencies in the FFT spectrum of the dHvA oscillations with
a good theoretical fit to the experimental oscillation pattern
within the whole range of investigated temperatures. This
means that all information usually extracted from the dHvA
oscillation pattern might be explained within the proposed
coherent magnetic breakdown mechanism of the dHvA os-
cillations.
An interesting point in this connection is concerned with
the standard method for the determination of the effective
mass from a study of the temperature dependence of the FFT
peak intensities for both permitted and forbidden frequen-
cies. The temperature behavior of the harmonic amplitudes
in the magnetization of Eq. ~12! is due to the temperature
reduction factor RT(p) as in LK theory. But on the other
hand, because of the nonmonotonous behavior of the factor
Ip(ute f f u) with magnetic field, the effective masses obtained
at different values of the magnetic field may differ. A depen-
dence of the effective masses on the magnetic field strength
was observed in experiments on k-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 single
crystals in a study of the temperature dependence of the FFT
peak amplitudes of the magnetization pattern.44 The change
in effective mass may result from a contribution of the Lan-
dau bands because, roughly speaking, the effective mass of
the electrons within the Landau bands is inversely propor-
tional to their bandwidth which is a nonmonotonous function
of the external magnetic field. On the contrary, the effective
masses in LK theory are determined only by the cross sec-
tions of the Fermi surface which depend on the orientation of
the magnetic field but not on the field strength. Once deter-
mined from the temperature factor RT(r), these masses
should not depend on magnetic field in LK theory since the
cross sections of the Fermi surface do not depend on the
magnetic field intensity. But this is no longer the case for
periodic MB systems. A detailed analysis of this effect will
be considered separately in a forthcoming publication.
Our consideration of periodic magnetic breakdown orbits
is relevant to the quasi-2D conductors whose FS consists of
1D open trajectories and 2D closed orbits connected by the
magnetic breakdown. Apart from the interest of the magnetic
breakdown phenomenon for the ET salts, the phenomenon
may be of importance for the magnetoquantum oscillations
in the newly artificially made 2D lateral superlattices.45
Many unusual features have been observed in Shubnikov–de
Haas measurements made on the ET salts2,46,47 for which the
magnetic breakdown approach developed in this paper might
be useful for better insight into the Shubnikov–de Haas ef-
fect in layered organic superconductors.
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